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ABSTRACT 
An abstract of the thesis of Rita F. Hernandez for the 
Master of Science in Speech Communication: Speech and 
Hearing Science presented September 20, 1996. 
Title: A Study of the Narrative Skills of 7-Year Olds With 
Normal, Impaired, and Late Developing Language. 
The narrative, just like any lectured or monologue 
information which is shared, does not depend to any great 
extent on context. Therefore, ability to encode and decode 
the information to be presented verbally is required, that 
is, in order for the speaker to be able to verbalize what 
he or she wants to say while taking into consideration the 
listener's needs. This indicates that production of strong 
narratives depends on higher level language skills, and so 
children's narratives provide a sensitive means of 
assessing children's language development. 
The purpose of this study was to compare the narrative 
ability of children at second grade age, using a wordless 
picture book, with differing rates of language development. 
Subjects were assigned to three diagnostic groups, (normal, 
history of expressive language delay, and chronic 
expressive language delay) based on their original 
diagnoses at 20 - 34 months (normal or late-talker) and 
their Developmental Sentence Score (Lee, 1974) at second 
grade age. 
During the second grade assessment, each subject was 
audiotaped producing a spontaneous narrative using a 
wordless picture book. These narratives were scored on 
eight measures: Mean Length of Utterance per T-Unit, Type-
Token Ratio, Narration Length in T-Units, Information, 
Average Sentence Length, Lexical Diversity, Cohesion, and 
Narrative Stage. 
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Results of the ANOVA and the Duncan Test multiple 
comparison procedures revealed significant differences 
among the groups on only one variable - Mean Length of 
Utterance per T-Unit. Children in the normal language group 
and the history of expressive language delay group 
performed significantly better than the group of children 
with chronic expressive language delay. No significant 
differences were found between the normal language group 
and the history of expressive language delay subjects. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
There has been increased interest in recent years 
in analyzing children's narrative abilities as a measure of 
language skill. The narrative represents a series of 
events through the medium of a story which allows both the 
speaker and the listener to organize and interpret these 
experiences (Stephens, 1988). By school age, the stories 
children produce will rely on a story grammar format, 
providing information such as a setting, a problem, 
feelings of the involved characters, a struggle or attempt 
to overcome the problem, and a conclusion, again indicating 
the emotional response of the characters (Mandler, 1982). 
Since narratives children produce reflect their level of 
verbal skills, children's narratives are often used in 
research to measure a child's language ability. Starting 
at 2 years old children already have a story framework in 
place which becomes more complex or developed as verbal 
skills, cognition and social awareness increase with age 
(Applebee, 1978; Bernstein & Tiegerman, 1989). Correlations 
have been shown to exist between early language delays 
(ELD) and poor performance in academics involving reading 
comprehension (Scarborough & Dobrich, 1990). Since 
narrative text, which relies on higher level language 
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skills, is the primary format used for conveying 
information in the elementary school years, narratives 
produced by young children can provide a strong indication 
of future academic success (Donahue, 1986; Feagans & 
Applebaum, 1986; Roth & Spekman, 1991). Studies of 
children's narratives show that children with slow language 
development at ages 4 - 6 display with delays in their 
narrative production (McFarland, 1992; Johnson, 1993). 
Other studies have shown that narratives produced by 
language disordered children of school age are shorter and 
present less mature use of episode, cohesion, and structure 
(Merrit & Liles, 1987; Roth & Spekman, 1986). Roth & 
Spekman (1989) have suggested the spontaneous story 
generation task to be a sensitive measure for assessing 
syntactic differences between normal and delayed subjects. 
Data based on a longitudinal study Feagans and Applebaum, 
(1986), proficiency in an oral narrative task as the most 
effective single linguistic predictor of success in 
academic activities. Therefore, because of the known 
connection between reading and academic success, these 
findings suggest that children with language disorders may 
be at risk for developing later reading problems and 
learning disabilities and that narratives produced from a 
story generation task are one area that can be analyzed to 
assess this relationship. 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
At home, at preschool and even kindergarten, children 
may rely on routines or other cues provided in the 
environment to give meaning to the language that they hear. 
But as the school years progress the information presented 
the classroom becomes more decontextualized. Studying 
children's narratives can give us insight as to what level 
a child's language skills have developed. 
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The purpose of this study is to examine narratives 
produced by second grade children involved with the 
Portland Language Development Project who presented with 
different language histories. The children were divided 
into three groups at age 7: 1. second grade children with 
normal language development (NL), 2. second graders with a 
history of language delay but currently adequate function 
(Hx), and 3. second graders with chronic expressive 
language delay (ELD). Of particular interest to this study 
will be whether significant differences will be present on 
eight measures of narrative skill in second graders that 
can be related to their pattern of language acquisition. 
It is expected that members of both groups with a history 
of delay will not perform as well on these tasks as the 
children in the normal group on narrative tasks which 
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require use of higher order language abilities. The 
research hypothesis for this study is that on a story 
generation task, the skills of the second graders in the 
history of language delay and chronic expressive language 
delay groups will be significantly different from their 
normally developing peers. The null hypothesis is that in 
looking at three groups of second graders, i.e., the 
normal language development group, the expressive language 
delay group, and the history of language delay group, there 
will be no difference among the groups' narrative skills. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Cohesion: Cohesion is a semantic system of ties that binds 
a text together (Nelson, in Nippold, 1988). Liles (1985) 
defines a cohesive marker as an element whose meaning 
cannot be interpreted without searching outside the 
sentence for the complete meaning. Cohesive markers are 
considered as complete ties if the information referred to 
by the cohesive marker is easily found, to be incomplete if 
the information is not provided immediately in the text, or 
if the listener receives ambiguous information. 
Developmental Sentence Score (DSS) (Lee, 1974): A criteria 
for examining the adequacy of the grammatical structure of 
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children's language, specifically the basic sentence. Only 
those utterances which formed complete sentences with a 
subject and predicate were used to process the DSS score. 
Expressive Language Delayed (ELD) Subjects: Those subjects 
who were late talkers at 20-34 months and at second grade 
scored 8.11 or below (10th percentile for age 6.6) on a 
language sample according Lee's (1974) DSS criteria. 
History of Language Delay (Hxl Subjects: Those children 
who were classified as late talkers at 20-34 months and at 
second grade received a score of 8.11 or above (10th 
percentile for age 6.6) on a spontaneous language sample 
according to DSS (Lee, 1974) criteria. 
Information Score: The information score refers to the 
total number of relevant pieces of information, the subject 
included in the narrative, according to criteria determined 
by McFarland (1992). One point is earned for each 
essential proposition used with a total of 26 possible 
points. 
Late Talkers: The subjects were classified as late talkers 
if they used less than 50 different words at age 20-34 
months by parent report on the LDS (Rescorla, 1989). 
Lexical Diversity: the number of unusual word types, used 
by the child in the narrative produced, is compared with 
the criterion of the 500 most common words used by 6-year 
olds on a list developed by Wepman and Hass. 
Narrative Stage: Narrative stage assignments are 
determined according to procedures developed by Applebee 
(1978). Applebee (1978) categorized children's narratives 
into five stages: heap stories which are the least complex, 
followed by sequences, primitive narratives, chains, and 
finally true narratives which reflects the complex mature 
narrative. Each narrative sample will receive a numerical 
score from 1-5 with "l" representing the lowest stage, 
heap, and "5" representing the highest narrative stage, 
true narrative. 
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T-unit: The term T-unit is used to segment written or 
spoken discourse (Hunt, 1965). It contains one main clause 
plus any subordinate or non-clausal structures that are 
attached or embedded in it. 
Text: Halliday & Hasan (1976) describe text as any oral or 
written unit of language beyond the sentence level which 
forms a meaningful and unified whole. 
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Type-Token Ratio (TTR): The Type-Token Ratio is computed 
by dividing the total number of words (tokens) into the 
total number of different words (types) (Miller, 1981). It 
is used to quantify general semantic aspects of a language 
sample. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
NARRATIVES 
Relationship Between Narratives and Academic Success 
"Discourse is the primary linguistic medium through 
which academic information is imparted and acquired" (Roth 
& Spekman, 1991, p. 176). A narrative is a text which 
takes the form of a discourse in which the speaker presents 
in monologue form, extended units of text containing an 
introduction and an organized series of events which lead 
to a logical conclusion (Roth, 1986). Throughout the 
school years narratives are prominent in early reading and 
writing curricula and in oral language experiences like 
Show & Tell (Scott, 1988). The language used in classrooms 
is different from that used at home. Language at home 
depends heavily on context, and children can act 
appropriately by following routines; understanding 
everything that is presented to them linguistically is not 
a necessity (Bernstein & Tiegerman, 1989). In school, the 
language used has few contextual cues for children to rely 
on, and in early grades most information is presented to 
students through narrative texts. Westby (1985) claims 
that narratives may bridge a gap between the types of 
language used in the home and at school. 
Macrostructure of Narratives 
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In 1977 Kinitch described narratives as having rigid 
culture-specific structures. For example, in its simplest 
form a narrative would include only one protagonist, with a 
series of events causally related to each other following. 
He described this story structure as the macro-structure of 
the narrative. Westby (1989) suggests that the reader or 
listener makes use of a schemata or story grammar, i.e., a 
stereotypical pattern according to which the events and 
goal-directed activities conform. This allows the reader 
or listener to follow the theme and construct coherence by 
relating stated ideas within each sentence to preceding and 
following sentences. 
Montague, Graves, and Leave! (1991) describe seven 
aspects of a story grammar: 
1. setting - when and where the story occurs and 
introduction of the main characters; 
2. problem - an initiating event or problem that the 
main character must solve; 
3. internal response - the main character's thoughts 
and feelings about the problem; his/her 
motivation to resolve the problem; 
4. attempt - action taken by the main character in 
order to solve the problem; 
6. consequence - the result of the main character's 
attempt to solve the problem, which may be 
successful or unsuccessful; 
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7. reaction - how the character feels about the events 
which have occurred in the story; may be happy, 
sad, or confused. 
Cohesion 
Cohesion is one element that differentiates narratives 
from conversational discourse. Cohesion was described by 
Halliday & Hasan (1976) as the use of certain grammatical 
structures in English which allow for the flow of meaning 
in a text, especially for reference to redundant 
information. They identified five kinds of cohesion 
processes: lexical cohesion, which involves semantic 
linking among vocabulary; grammatical cohesion which 
includes reference, substitution and ellipsis; and 
conjunction strategies (additive, temporal, adversative and 
causal) which link ideas (Nelson, cited in Nippold, 1988). 
As children grow older, their use and understanding of a 
greater number and variety of cohesive elements increases, 
along with expression of more and more complex relations in 
their narratives (Garnett, 1985). As children mature, 
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their use of cohesion will progress from scanty, additive 
and temporally linked structures to complete, often 
embedded episodes, usually causally linked (Garnett, 1985). 
Previous studies of children's narratives have shown that 
language disordered children use fewer personal ties and a 
higher percentage of incomplete and error ties, as well as 
poorer use of cohesive conjunctives than normal language 
peers (Liles, 1985). 
Narrative Development 
Since a child's verbal skills and narratives progress 
in a parallel fashion, narratives are often used to measure 
a child's language ability. Narratives of older children 
reflect greater complexity by focusing on motivations, 
thoughts, and details, as well as consideration of the 
listener's needs in understanding causal-temporal factors. 
Bernstein and Tiegerman (1989) consider cognitive 
development and social awareness, which should increase 
with age, as primary contributors to the development 
pattern of children's narratives. Story structure patterns 
are evident in children beginning at age 2, and are 
continually developed and refined throughout the school 
years. Based on his studies of normally developing 
preschoolers aged 2 to 5, Applebee (1978) 
proposed six stages of narrative structure. 
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a. Heap stories are usually a group of declarative 
sentences used for labeling or describing 
activities that may have no relation to each 
other; these are based on the child's immediate 
perceptions. Heap stories are considered a 
primitive mode of organizing the segments of a 
the story. In a study of 2-year olds by Pitcher 
and Prelinger (1963) only one-sixth of the 
children examined used heaps. 
b. Sequences are the most commonly used narrative 
structure by 2-year olds. The sequence consists 
mainly of descriptions of the character's 
activities and the setting, but no plot is 
present. Associations between events may occur 
due to similarity rather than causal or temporal 
reasons. 
c. Primitive narratives include a central character, 
object, or event. Cause-effect and temporal 
relationships among events are now evident, 
although an overall plot is not present. 
d. Unfocused chain occurs when events are chained 
together and the defining attribute is 
continually shifting. No main theme, character, 
or plot are present. 
e. Chain narratives center around concrete 
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attributes, i.e., a main character experiences a 
series of events which are linked together 
temporally or by cause-effect reasons. The 
character's motivation is not clear at this time, 
and the ending does not lead to logical 
resolution. Applebee (1978) states that the 
chain accounts for over half the narratives of 
children at age five. 
f. True narratives are marked by consistent forward 
movement beginning with situations which occurred 
at the primitive narrative stage which are now 
elaborated and clarified. The central theme, 
main character, and plot are now apparent with a 
logical resolution at the end. The most 
distinguishing aspect of the true narrative is 
that the character's motivations are now evident. 
Children's language abilities are known to mature at 
different rates, so Applebee's six stages may not always 
appear at the same age for every child. But narratives 
produced by children can be assigned to one of these six 
stages depending on the organization and complexity of the 
structure used. 
NARRATIVE DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDREN WITH LANGUAGE AND 
LEARNING DISORDERS 
Narrative Structure in Children with Language Learning 
Disability 
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Researchers consider the narrative to be a fertile 
database for the study of children's language because 
children must have acquired a variety of cognitive and 
linguistic skills in order to be able to tell or write 
narratives (Kelcan-Aker & Kelty, 1990). Samples of 
children's narratives allow extended units of connected 
language to be examined (Roth & Spekman, 1991). Some 
studies have reported no significant differences between 
narratives of language-impaired and normal children 
(Kelcan-Aker, 1985; Roth & Spekman, 1989). But in general, 
it has been found that narratives produced by language-
impaired and language learning-disabled children are 
shorter, less mature, and present less mature episode and 
sentence structure than those of normal language peers 
(Roth & Spekman, 1986; Merrit & Liles, 1987). Similarities 
between the narratives of normal and language disordered 
peers consist of similar and unambiguous references, and 
both groups demonstrate concern for the listener's role. 
But, Liles (1985) points out that the language-impaired 
children show less efficient use of cohesion when compared 
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to normal children. She attributes this deficiency of 
cohesion to be due to poorer narrative organization, i.e., 
use of fewer conjunctions, more ambiguous reference, and 
failure to consider the needs of the listener. In their 
study of 4 year olds, Paul & Smith (1993) found that 
language delayed children had difficulties not only in 
formulating grammatical sentences, but also with "encoding, 
organizing and linking propositions, and in retrieving 
precise and diverse words from their lexicon" (p. 10). 
The same children from the Paul & Smith (1993) study e 
were assessed again by McFarland (1992) at kindergarten 
age. Results showed significant differences between the 
normal group and the language delayed group in the areas of 
lexical diversity, cohesion, and narrative stage 
assignment. Her study indicated that nearly two-thirds of 
the children identified at age 20-34 months with delayed 
expressive language skills had at kindergarten age moved 
into the normal range for expressive language as measured 
by the DSS (Lee, 1974). McFarland (1992) also noted that 
the normal language group performed better on the measure 
of lexical diversity indicating that the children with 
history of language delay and those with chronic expressive 
language delay used fewer unusual word types (words that do 
not appear on Wepman & Hass' list of the most common words 
of 6-year olds) on a spontaneous narrative task. Cohesion 
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scores for these kindergartners also showed that children 
with normal language development performed significantly 
better than those children with ELD on the cohesion score 
which measured the children's use of linguistic markers to 
adequately link ideas. Therefore, narratives produced by 
the ELD group would present inadequate information for the 
reader to gain full comprehension of the flow of the story. 
The normal language group also performed significantly 
better than the ELD group when measured for narrative stage 
which suggests that the narratives produced by the children 
in the normal language group demonstrated a higher level of 
maturity when presenting a story grammar through the medium 
of a spontaneous narrative. 
Johnson (1993), whose study continued the evaluation 
of these children who participated in the Portland Language 
Development Project when they reached the first grade, 
reported that significant differences were found between 
the normal language group and the chronic expressive 
language delay group on two measures: narrative stage and 
average sentence length score. These findings suggest that 
in addition to a higher overall maturity level, the normal 
language children used more complex sentence structures 
than the children with persistent language delays. Another 
significant difference found in Johnson's (1993) study was 
between the history of language delay group and the 
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children with continued expressive language delays. On the 
measure of average sentence length score, the history of 
language delay group scored significantly higher than the 
continued expressive language delay group, suggesting that 
more complex sentence structures were used by the children 
who had moved into the normal range of language development 
for their age. 
Narrative Structure in Children with Reading Disability 
In 1970, Fry, Johnson, and Muehl, and in 1977, Smiley, 
Worthen, Campione, and Brown (1977) reported that children 
who were poor readers used less complex linguistic patterns 
in story retelling tasks. Westby, Magart, and van Dongen 
(1984) observed third, fourth, and fifth graders considered 
to be low in reading skills. They found that these 
children produced stories (from a poster picture) which 
were significantly less complex, and contained fewer 
elements of meaning in each narrative clause than those of 
grade-average readers (Roth, 1986). Another study by 
McNamee and Harris-Schmidt (1985) reported that stories 
retold by learning disabled children between 5-9 years old 
received lower narrative stage scores based on the Applebee 
Scale, indicating less complex linking of actions with 
ideas (Roth and Spekman, 1986). On a fictional story 
telling task, Roth and Spekman (1986) found that learning 
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disabled children told stories with a significantly smaller 
proportion of complete episodes and that the middle parts 
of the story were often omitted. These studies indicate 
that children with language learning deficits have 
difficulty producing structurally complex narratives and 
forming complete episodes. 
In 1984, Levi, Musatti, Piredda, and Sechi 
investigated the story retelling abilities of three groups 
of children: dyslexic children, children with impaired 
reading abilities, and normal children (mean age was 9 
years old). This study involved a story generation task 
using four picture cards and a story retelling task using 
the same stimulus. The normal children and those with low 
reading ability showed improvements between the first task 
(story generation) and the second task (story retelling) 
with increases in lexical diversity and narrative 
explicitness. Although the dyslexic children showed 
improvements in terms of narrative complexity and lexical 
diversity, little or no improvement in narrative 
explicitness was noted. The investigators concluded that 
these children were unable to grasp the deep narrative 
structure of the story as told by the examiner. 
Cohesion in Language-Learning Disabled Children 
Normal and language-disordered children show similar 
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patterns of cohesion, such as the use of conjunctions and 
unambiguous reference, and both groups are influenced by 
the listener's role. However, language-impaired children 
are less efficient in their use of cohesion as compared to 
normal children due to their poorer narrative organization 
(Liles, 1985). Language-disabled children use fewer 
conjunctions and exhibit more ambiguous reference, and 
often fail to consider the needs of their audience (Liles, 
1987). 
Another area of interest concerning narrative 
production is the adequacy of cohesion. In 1985, Liles 
created a procedure for the measurement of cohesion in 
children's narratives, based on the descriptions of 
cohesion in English as defined by Halliday and Hasan 
(1976). Liles used this procedure to measure cohesion on a 
story retelling task. She found that language disordered 
children (7.6 - 10.6 years old) showed differences in 
cohesive organization and cohesive adequacy, using fewer 
personal reference ties and more demonstrative and lexical 
ties than normal children. Also, the narratives of the 
language disordered children showed higher percentages of 
incomplete and error ties. In general, their use of 
cohesive conjunctives was poorer (Liles, 1985). Smith 
(1991) reported significant differences between the 
cohesion scores of children with normal language 
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development and those children with delayed expressive 
language. When these children reached kindergarten age, 
Paul, Lazlo, & McFarland (1993) reported that normally 
developing kindergartners produced an average of 85% 
complete cohesive ties in narratives, while kindergarten 
children with language delays produced an average of about 
60% complete cohesive ties. However, when Johnson (1992) 
evaluated this group of children at first grade, she found 
no significant differences in their cohesion scores. Her 
results indicate that on a story retelling task, children 
who were identified as late talkers at age 2, had caught up 
with their normally talking peers in terms of using an 
appropriate number of linguistic markers to adequately link 
ideas in a story. 
Liles (1985) suggested story grammar knowledge and 
cohesion to be independent factors, but that comprehension 
of story grammar alone would not be sufficient for 
producing a coherent story. Paul, Lazlo, & McFarland 
(1993) recommend that school aged children, who produce 
narratives with less than 70% cohesion, should be 
considered as presenting with difficulties in cohesive text 
production. These studies conclude that the two measures 
of story grammar knowledge and cohesion scores will be 
indicative of the school aged child's success with 
production and comprehension of narratives. 
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Methodology and Background for Current Study 
This study will replicate a study by McFarland (1992). 
She followed many of the same subjects involved in the 
Portland Language Development Project to age 5 to examine 
the narrative skills on a story generation task of 
kindergarten children with three different patterns of 
language acquisition. Her data showed significant 
differences existed between the normal language group and 
the ELD group on the measures of lexical diversity, 
cohesion, and narrative stage assignments. However, no 
significant differences among the groups in the areas of 
MLU per T-unit, TTR, and information score were found. In 
terms of narrative stage assignment she mentions that 
although the ELD group did describe some temporal and 
causal relationships in the story, overall their narratives 
were lacking in development of plot with character 
motivation and story resolution. 
Westby (1991) recommended using a wordless picture 
book for a story generation task in assessing students' 
ability to recognize and comprehend schema knowledge. She 
reports that in order to recognize schema knowledge, 
children must recognize what the characters are doing on 
the page, infer emotional experiences, and incorporate 
activities and relationships on two adjacent pages. Also, 
understanding of temporal sequences, physical and 
psychological cause-effect relationships, and plans and 
reactions of the characters are also essential. Westby 
(1991) went on to point out that if students can not tell 
an adequate story with a wordless picture book, then they 
will not be unable to produce a coherent story when no 
context is provided. Most school-based curricula is 
delivered to students in narrative form, so, adequate 
ability to retrieve and organize schematic knowledge is 
essential in the academic setting. 
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Therefore, information on the skills of young children 
producing narratives from wordless picture books could 
provide an indication of future academic success or 
failure, as well as suggesting areas that could be boosted 
through language intervention. 
SUMMARY 
These studies indicate that language impaired children 
produce narratives that are shorter, provide less 
information, and use a less diverse vocabulary than 
children with normal language development. Early studies 
of children who present as "late talkers" as toddlers 
suggest that these children produce less mature narratives 
than peers with normal language history at ages 4 - 6. The 
present study will investigate if significant differences 
between the three groups - normally developing language, 
history of language delay (Hx), and chronic expressive 
language delay (ELD) persist into the second grade. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
SUBJECTS 
A total of 54 children participated in this study. 
These subjects were recruited at approximately age 2 to 
participate in the Portland Language Development Project, a 
longitudinal study of the characteristics of children with 
slow expressive language development. Approval was 
received from the Portland State University Human Subjects 
Research Review Committee for the procedures used in the 
Portland Language Development Project. 
Recruitment 
Three methods were used for recruitment: 
1. Questionnaires through the offices of private physicians 
were circulated in the Portland Metropolitan area over a 5-
month period to the parents of children aged 16 to 24 
months. Information was requested as to the child's 
expressive vocabulary size and willingness to participate 
in a language development study. 
2. An ad in the local newspaper, The Oregonian, was 
displayed requesting the parents of children in the age 
range 16 to 24 months to contact the Portland Language 
Development Project if they would be interested in 
participation in this study. 
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3. A local radio station broadcasted a request for speech-
delayed toddlers able to participate in this study. 
Parents who responded to the ad and radio broadcast then 
were requested to fill out a questionnaire. 
Subject Description at Intake: Age 2 
From 1988 to 1993 the children who took part in the 
Portland Language Development Project were seen on a yearly 
basis. As these two groups (normal language and late-
talkers) of children grew older, various aspects of their 
language skills were examined. Some of the children who 
started out as "late-talkers" began to present scores which 
fell into the normal range for language development. 
Therefore, a third group was created to describe those 
children with a history of late developing language, but 
who at the time of the examination had moved into the 
normal range for their age group. The three groups, normal 
language (NL), chronic expressive language delay (ELD), and 
history of late developing language (Hx), were compared 
each year. As each year progressed more children from the 
ELD group moved into the Hx group. 
Children were considered as slow in expressive 
language development (SELD) if they produced fewer than 50 
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words, or no two-word combinations according to parent 
report on the Language Development Survey (LDS) (Rescorla, 
1989), a vocabulary checklist (see Appendix) at 20 to 34 
months. A group of normally speaking children whose 
parents reported expressive vocabulary greater than 50 
words on the LDS was matched to the SELD group for age, sex 
ratio, birth order and socioeconomic (SES) indicator; both 
groups fell at the middle to lower class level. (See Table 
I). The present study presents data from the follow-up of 
children when they were in the second grade, approximately 
five years after intake. 
Follow-Up Assessment: Second Grade 
In 1993, when the participants were in the second 
grade (aged 83-107 months), the following tests were 
administered by research assistants involved in the 
Portland Language Development Project: 
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (Sparrow, Balla, & 
Cicchetti, 1984), 
Draw-A-Man (Harris & Goodenough, 1963), 
Test of Language Development-Primary (TOLD-Pl (Newcomer & 
Hammill, 1988), 
Peabody Individual Achievement Test CPIAT) (Dunn & 
Markwardt, 1970), 
McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities (McCarthy, 1972), 
Group n % Male 
Normal 26 61.5 
LT 30 73.3 
* in months 
TABLE I 
GROUP DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
AT INTAKE AND FOLLOW-UP 
Intake Age* SES+ #Words 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
25.7 4.5 3.42 1.06 192.9 91.7 
24.6 3.6 3.60 0.77 22.7 21.2 
Follow-Up Age* 
Mean SD 
96.85 2.33 
96.10 2.71 
+ using Hollingshead's (1975) four factor scale of social position, on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is 
the lowest and 5 is the highest SES rating. 
r-..J 
.....J 
The Lindamood Auditory Conceptualization Test (LAC) 
(Lindamood & Lindamood, 1979), and a hearing a hearing 
screening at 20 dB (ASHA, 1985). 
A spontaneous speech sample was audio recorded, 
transcribed, and scored for Developmental Sentence Score 
(DSS) (Lee, 1974). 
Criteria for Language Diagnostic Group Assignment: Second 
Grade 
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Three groups were created on the basis of DSS scores 
at the second grade assessment and intake group placements. 
These three groups were defined as follows: 
1. The subjects were considered to have normal 
language (NL) if they used more than 50 
different words at age 20-34 months as 
reported by the parents on the LDS and also 
scored 8.11 or above (10th percentile for age 
6.6) on the DSS (Lee, 1974) at second grade, from 
the free speech sample. 
2. The subjects were considered to have a history of 
expressive language delay (Hx) if they were 
identified as late talkers at age 20-34 months 
because they produced fewer than 50 words, but at 
second grade age scored 8.11 or above (10th 
percentile for age 6.6) on the DSS (Lee, 1974) 
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calculated from the free speech sample. 
3. The subjects were considered to be expressive 
language delayed (ELD) if they were identified as 
late talkers at age 20-34 months because they 
produced fewer than 50 words, and also scored 
below 8.11 (10th percentile for age 6.6) on the 
DSS (Lee, 1974) at second grade, calculated from 
the free language sample. (See Table II). 
PROCEDURES 
During the second grade assessment, a spontaneous 
speech sample was recorded on audiotape while the child had 
a dialogue with the research assistant. Questions such as: 
"What are your hobbies? Tell me about your last vacation. 
What does your little brother/sister do that bugs you?" 
were asked by the research assistant to elicit speech from 
the child. The sample was then transcribed into the 
Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT) computer 
program. The DSS procedure was applied to 50 noun-verb 
utterances of the language sample. Hand scoring was done 
by graduate students trained in DSS procedure. 
For the narrative task, the wordless picture book, ~ 
Boy, A Dog, and A Frog (Meyer, 1967) was presented to each 
subject by an examiner. The examiner sat across from the 
child so that she could not see the pictures in the book. 
Group !1 
Normal 26 
HX 24 
ELD 4 
* in months 
TABLE II 
GROUP DESCRIPTION AT SECOND GRADE 
Age* % Male DSS 
Mean SD Mean SD 
96.85 2.33 61 .5 10.57 1.97 
96. 13 2.95 79.2 10.26 1.27 
95.75 1.50 50.0 7. 10 0.39 
DSS Range 
Min Max 
8. 16 15.74 
8.60 13.98 
6.84 7.68 
w 
0 
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The examiner asked the child to "Look at the pictures and 
tell me a story. Remember I can't see the pictures. Tell 
the story like you would if you were reading a book." 
Later, the recorded sample was transcribed onto the 
Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT) Computer 
Program (Miller & Chapman, 1985). This information was 
analyzed on the SALT for the variables concerned with this 
study. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
Audiotaping 
The subjects' narrations of A Boy, A Dog, and A Frog 
(Meyer, 1967) and spontaneous language sample obtained at 
second grade age were audiotaped using a Sony 
Dictator/Transcriber BM-88, A sony Ecm-144 Electret 
condenser lavaliere microphone, and Sony DC-30 cassette 
tapes. 
Developmental Sentence Scoring 
The DSS (Lee, 1974) assesses children's syntactic and 
morphologic development. Utterances from the spontaneous 
language samples (obtained after the narrative task) 
containing a subject-predicate relationship were scored for 
constituents of eight grammatical categories according to 
Lee's (1974) criteria. Lee has established norms for the 
DSS results. 
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Normative data for the DSS (Lee, 1974) consists of a 
subject group containing two hundred normally developing 
white children between the ages of 2-0 and 6-11 years, with 
five boys and five girls at each three-month interval. All 
but three subjects were rated as middle class according to 
the seven-point warren scale for rating occupations 
(Warren, Meeker, & Eells, 1949). 
Validity for the DSS scoring procedure was 
demonstrated by the significant differences produced 
between age group by the overall scoring procedure as well 
as by each of its component grammatical categories and the 
Sentence Point category. Internal consistency of the DSS 
was evaluated with Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha Correlation 
Coefficients (Guilford, 1954), which provides a general 
measure of reliability based upon comparison of individual 
components or category variance to the variance of the 
entire instrument. High reliability coefficients were 
obtained on this measure at the five one-year age levels 
and throughout the 2-0 to 6-11 year age period. 
To demonstrate internal consistency of the scoring 
procedure across subjects, a split-half reliability 
analysis was used. The odd and the even items were 
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combined and then correlated along with the Spearman-Brown 
formula to estimate reliability coefficients. The 
reliability coefficient for the over-all DSS with two 
hundred subjects combined was 0.73. This showed good 
stability on the scoring process within subjects on a 50-
utterance sample. 
Overall stability of the DSS procedure was shown by 
the results of studies of stimulus material differences, 
sentence sequence effects, temporal reliability, and 
interviewing-clinician differences. Consistent overall 
results were found when the DSS was administered with 
different stimulus materials, as well as when DSS samples 
were elicited by different interviewers across three age 
levels. 
Narrative Scoring 
In this study, narratives produced on a story 
generation task were examined. For the purpose of 
quantitative analysis of the narratives produced, certain 
variables were chosen to assess the level of comprehension 
and expressive abilities of the subjects. The variables 
that will be employed in this study are as follows: 
1. MLU per T-unit - the total number of morphemes 
expressed per T-unit. The number of morphemes per T-unit 
gives a general indication of the child's level of 
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structural development of productive language (Miller, 
1981). MLT is calculated by the Systematic Analysis of 
Language Transcripts (SALT), computer program (Miller & 
Chapman, 1985) by entering the text of the child's language 
sample which has been divided by T-units. The SALT program 
then calculates the MLT for each narrative transcript. 
2. Type-token ratio - semantic information achieved by 
dividing the total number of words [tokens] by the total 
number of different words [types] (Miller, 1981). The SALT 
program automatically calculates type-token ratio (TTR) for 
each narrative transcript. 
3. Lexical diversity - as a measure of unusual types 
of words, the number of words used in the narrative that 
are not on the Wepman Hass (1969) list of the 500 most 
common words used by 6-year olds, was computed. A special 
modification to the SALT computer program developed by Ann 
Nockerts (1991) calculated the total number of unusual word 
types, i.e., words which do not appear on the Wepman Hass 
(1969) list, from each of the narratives. 
4. Narration length in T-units - the number of T-units 
per narrative was calculated by the examiner. First the 
utterances were segmented according to intonation contours, 
and then re-examined for further segmentation into T-units. 
New T-units that were a continuation of an utterance were 
coded [T] before the first of the new T-unit. This 
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segmentation allowed computation of utterance length 
without undue influence from run-on sentences. The number 
of T-units produced provides information as to the overall 
length of the narrative. 
5. Information score - the total number of points 
awarded for relevant pieces of information, as determined 
by McFarland (1992), expressed in the story generation task 
for A Boy, A Dog, and A Frog (Meyer, 1967). McFarland 
(1992) analyzed the picture book and noted 26 main 
propositions which contributed to the continuity of the 
story. To calculate the information score, the contents of 
each child's narrative is analyzed for the appearance of 
these 26 propositions. The total number of propositions 
used by each subject matching the established 26 relevant 
pieces of information as established by McFarland (1992) 
represents the information score. This measure reflects the 
semantic complexity of the story. One point is earned for 
each essential proposition used with a total of 26 possible 
points. 
6. Average sentence length - the narratives for A Boy, 
A Dog, And A Frog (Meyer, 1967) were scored for length 
using criteria created by Renfrew (1977). These rules 
stipulate that the words AND, THEN, and WELL be deleted 
when they appear at the beginning of a sentence. Then the 
five longest sentences in morphemes are chosen. The 
morphemes are summed and divided by five to produce the 
average sentence length score. 
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7. Cohesion adequacy - cohesion was identified by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) as markers (words) whose meaning 
must be drawn from previous utterances. They described 
five types of cohesive processes: 
a. Lexical cohesion, which involves the linking of 
words semantically (The boy went to the lake. He 
wanted to catch a frog.); grammatical cohesion 
involving personal reference (he, mine, it, one), 
or demonstrative reference (this, that, then) 
referring to a precise referent; 
b. Substitution, referring to a category rather than 
a precise referent and ellipsis; 
c. Conjunction strategies which tie information 
together by use of additive conjunction (e.g., 
and); adversative conjunctions (e.g., but, 
though); causal conjunction (e.g., because), or 
temporal conjunctions (e.g, then). 
d. Ellipsis, information that is unstated but 
understood when sought from utterances outside 
the sentence, either preceding or following. 
e. Substitution, elements such as ONE or SOME, 
referring to categories rather than precise 
referents. 
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Each subject's narrative was coded for use of cohesion 
according to criteria created by Liles (1985) for 
identifying cohesive markers and judging cohesive adequacy 
(Appendix). The entire transcript was read and analyzed 
line by line by the examiner. Any words for whose meaning 
the reader must look outside the sentence was identified as 
a cohesive maker. If information which completed the 
meaning of the word was found within the sentence the word 
was not considered as a cohesive marker. If two or more 
conjunctions appeared within a sentence, only the more 
complex conjunction was scored, using Liles' hierarchy of 
complexity. In this system causal conjunctions are rated 
as most complex, followed by adversative, temporal, and 
additive. Initial ands were not counted as conjunctions. 
After circling all the cohesive elements in the 
narrative, the examiner transferred the information to a 
score sheet, recording the line number of the cohesive 
marker in the transcript, the cohesive marker, the line 
number and word to which the cohesive maker referred, and 
whether the tie was complete or incomplete. Complete ties 
were identified as those for which the information referred 
to by the cohesive marker was easily found. Incomplete 
ties were those cohesive markers for which the referent 
information was ambiguous or not provided in the text. The 
cohesive adequacy score was then calculated for each 
narrative by dividing the number of complete ties by the 
number of complete plus incomplete ties. 
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8. Narrative stage assignment - The child's knowledge 
of story structure begins in the preschool years and 
becomes more sophisticated during elementary school. 
Applebee (1978) identifies narratives into five stages 
which progress from simple to complex accordingly with age 
and language development. 
A modification of Applebee's system based on Klekan-
Aker (1985) and McFarland (1992) was used to assign 
narrative stage. Five levels of narrative development, 
based on the above sources, were identified. Each 
narrative was assigned a rank from 1 - 5, corresponding to 
one of these five stages as a rating of its overall level 
of maturity. 
The examiner read each narrative in its entirety and 
made a global judgement as to whether it should be 
classified as a heap, sequence, primitive narrative, chain, 
or true narrative. A heap story consists of simple labeling 
or descriptions of activities without organization or flow 
of meaning. No heap stories were gathered in this study. 
The following is an example of a heap story collected in a 
study by McFarland (1992, p.32): 
"Mercer went out his home. 
Then he go to the playground. 
Then he found a frog. 
Then he fell off the cliff. 
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Then he dead. 
And then Mercer called the ambulance, the he took 
him to the hospital. 
The he go to the ••• 
The he x x x. 
Then he put his nose in his face. 
Then his blood came out. 
Then he fell down in the water. 
Then he on the police headquarters top of the 
tree. 
Then he X x. 
Then I fell down. 
But I have stay in bed. 
He mad at the friend Mitty. 
He 'Go home sister.' 
then he fell down the water. 
Then he catched that frog. 
Then he 'Blah. ' 
Then he got into the drap. 
It's a bad guy. 
Then he called the police. 
Then he rested. 
And then he goed in jail. 
Then that's the jail. 
And his sister is feeling sad. 
Then he found a big rock. 
Then he went home by hisself. 
Then Mercer came back. 
Then he surprise. 
Then he walk home. 
Then he eat lunch. 
Then he hungry. 
Then he frog is ••• 
Then his mama is mad. 
Then Mercer 'Mercer.' 
Then he happy." 
A sequence story consists of a series of descriptions 
about a character's activities. No plot is evident and one 
event does not follow temporally or causally from the 
previous event. The following example is a sequence story 
collected in this study: 
It's a frog! 
I'm gonna get him, I'm gonna get him. 
(AHHHHH). 
(Kersplash!) 
Be careful Bud. 
(Ribbit). 
Hey, now, come back here. 
Go away. 
I'll get a (vocalization). 
(vocalization) I got himl 
OK, boy, get out of that net. 
Well, excuuuuuse me! 
I'll catch you soon, Frog. 
I hate that frog. 
Hello. 
Oh, hello, Mr. Frog. 
(ribbit, ribbit). 
We're all back together again! 
A primitive narrative presents a central person, 
object, or event. It contains three story grammar 
elements: an initiating event, attempt or action, and a 
consequence. No resolution to the story is evident, and 
character motivation is lacking. The following is an 
example of a primitive narrative collected in this study: 
One day a boy wanted to go fishing. 
He saw a frog in the pond. 
He ran to catch it. 
But he and his dog tripped and fell head first 
into the water. 
Then the frog jumped. 
The boy tried to catch it but he couldn't. 
So he climbed on a stick with his net and 
tried to get it. 
But he missed. 
He caught his dog instead. 
The frog ran and jumped on the log. 
Then the boy saw him. 
The boy and his dog walked away. 
They decide to go home. 
The frog was alone at the pond. 
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The frog followed the footsteps all the way home 
into their living room. 
He went up the stairs and into the bathroom. 
He jumped in the bathtub. 
The end. 
A chain story contains some character motivation. 
There is some evidence of cause/effect and temporal 
linking, but may end abruptly without following a logical 
series of events. Four story grammar elements may be 
present such as an initiating event, attempt or action, 
internal response, and consequence. The following chain 
story was collected in this study: 
One day a boy and his dog went to the pond. 
And the boy saw a frog. 
They ran down the hill. 
They tripped on a stick. 
The boy fell in the pond. 
The dog did too. 
The boy put his head up above the water and saw 
the frog. 
And the dog was swimming. 
The frog jumped onto the stick they tripped on. 
The dog swam on one side of the stick. 
And the boy climbed up on the other side of the 
stick. 
The boy tried to catch the frog. 
But instead he catched the dog. 
He looked. 
And he said, "I got him, I got him!" 
But he looked up. 
And he saw the dog. 
And the boy said, "Oh, I'm mad!" 
Then the boy walked away. 
And the frog was sad. 
The boy walked away with his net and his 
bucket. 
And his dog was weeping. 
The frog was sad. 
Very sad. 
The frog saw these footprints. 
So he followed them. 
And he goes, "Hmm, I wonder what's in here." 
He followed the footprints. 
And when he got in, he saw the boy and the dog. 
So the frog jumped in the bathtub. 
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And then the frog jumped on the dog's head. 
The end. 
Stories containing a central theme, elaborate 
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character development, and a plot were identified as true 
narratives. These stories evidenced motivation behind the 
character's actions, logical and temporal sequencing of 
events, and at least five story grammar elements. The 
following is an example of a true narrative collected in 
this study: 
A boy was in a tree looking at a pond. 
He went fishing. 
He saw a frog. 
He tried to catch the frog. 
But he tripped and fell. 
And he fell into the pond. 
And when he came back up the frog was looking 
right at him. 
He tried to get the frog. 
But the frog jumped. 
The boy was all wet. 
He told the dog to go get the frog. 
So they ganged up on him. 
They were trying to get the frog. 
But the frog jumped. 
And the boy got the dog. 
The frog was mad. 
The dog was mad. 
And the boy was mad. 
And the frog became sad. 
And the boy just left. 
And he was mad. 
And the dog just left. 
And he was mad. 
The frog was sad, by himself and lonely. 
Then he saw the boy's and the dog's 
footprints. 
So he followed them home. 
He was in the bathroom taking a bath. 
And the frog was really happy to see him. 
And he just jumped right in. 
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And they made good friends. 
Each narrative was assigned a numerical code from 1 to 
5, 1 representing heap and 5 a true narrative. 
Reliability 
For language sample transcription reliability, 10% of 
the spontaneous language samples were randomly chosen and a 
second trained graduate student transcribed the middle 100 
words from the audiotape. An average point-to-point 
agreement score of 90% was obtained by dividing the number 
of words in agreement for each transcript by 100 
(McReynolds & Kearns, 1983) and averaging the percent of 
agreement across transcripts. 
For group assignments based on DSS scores, 
approximately 10% of the spontaneous language samples were 
randomly selected and another trained graduate student 
performed DSS independently. A point-to-point comparison 
was done for sentence scoring, dividing the total number of 
categorical points in agreement by the total number of 
categorical points in agreement plus disagreement, for each 
transcript. The average inter-rater reliability across the 
transcripts was 92%. 
For narrative transcription reliability, 10% of the 
narrations were randomly selected and a second trained 
graduate student transcribed the entire narration from the 
audiotape. A point-to-point comparison was done on the 
utterances transcribed, and an agreement score of 97% was 
derived in the same manner as described above. 
The narrative samples were scored by this researcher 
for the measures of narrative stage assignments, 
information score, occurrence of complete cohesion, and 
average sentence length. Using a sample of 10% of the 
total narratives, scores on each measure of narrative 
ability were arrived at independently by an additional 
trained researchers (directly involved with the 
longitudinal study), and inter-rater reliability was 
determined by percentage of agreement for each measure. 
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Approximately 10% of the narrative samples were scored 
for reliability of the narrative stage assignment. 
Averaging the percent of agreement across the transcripts, 
yielded an inter-rater reliability score of 80%. 
Approximately 10% of the narrative samples were scored for 
reliability of information scoring, dividing the total 
number of informational points in agreement by the total 
number of informational points in agreement and 
disagreement, yielding an inter-rater reliability score of 
90%. Approximately 20% of the narrative samples were 
scored for reliability of cohesion scoring, yielding an 
inter-rater reliability score of 89%. Approximately 20% of 
the narratives were scored for reliability of average 
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sentence length score, yielding an inter-rater reliability 
score of 90%. 
The mean length of T-unit (MLT), type-token ratio 
(TTR) and number of unusual word types are calculated 
automatically by the SALT computer program, and reliability 
measures were not computed. 
ANALYSIS 
The design to be implemented is a complex group 
design, with one independent variable, language diagnosis 
at three levels: normal language (NL), history of language 
delay (Hx), and chronic expressive language delay (ELD). 
The eight dependent variables which will be derived from 
the analyses of A Boy, A Dog, and A Frog, (Meyer, 1967), 
are : information score, average length of five longest 
sentences in morphemes, narrative stage assignment, 
percentage of correct cohesion used, mean length per T-unit 
in morphemes, number of T-units used in the story, number 
of unusual words produced, and type-token ratio. 
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Statistical Analysis 
For statistical analysis the data was assessed by 
measuring each group's mean, standard deviation, and range 
for each of the dependent variables. The following 
descriptive statistics were used to analyze the 
information: a one way analysis of variance, (ANOVA), on 
each of the narrative tasks to assess significant 
differences between the three language diagnostic groups; a 
post-hoc pair wise test, the Duncan Test was done for each 
ANOVA that was significant in order to determine where 
specific differences between the groups existed; and the 
Kruskal-Wallis Test and the Mann-Whitney u tests were used 
as a nonparametric analog of the ANOVA's. A nonparametric 
test was necessary due to the small sample size of the ELD 
group. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
RESULTS 
The specific objective of this study was to determine 
whether there are differences in spontaneous narrative 
ability (using a wordless picture book) in second grade 
children that can be related to history of SELD. 
The research hypothesis was: On a story generation 
task, using a wordless picture book, the skills of the 
second graders in the history of language delay and chronic 
expressive language delay groups will be significantly 
different form their normally developing peers on the eight 
variables examined: story length in T-units, MLU per T-
unit, TTR, average sentence length, information, lexical 
diversity, cohesion, and narrative stage. 
The means and standard deviations of each group for 
each of the dependent measures were computed. These are 
shown in Table III. 
The data were analyzed to determine whether 
significant differences existed between the language 
diagnostic groups of normal (NL), history of expressive 
language delay (Hx), and expressive language delayed (ELD) 
on measures of the spontaneous narrative task in order to 
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TABLE III 
MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND RANGE OF EACH 
GROUP FOR EACH OF THE DEPENDENT MEASURES 
Range 
Measure Group Mean SD Minimum Maximum 
# T-Units NL 30.0 16.3 6 85 
Hx 30.2 10.9 16 65 
ELD 31.2 13.2 18 49 
MLU/T-UNIT NL 8.3 1.3 5.8 11. 0 
Hx 7.9 1.3 5.6 11. 9 
ELD 6.2 1.0 5.1 7.5 
TTR NL 0.38 0.07 0.22 0.55 
Hx 0.36 0.04 0.28 0.44 
ELD 0.34 0.07 0.24 0.40 
ASLS NL 14.5 3.3 8.4 22.8 
Hx 15.1 8.8 8.4 54.0 
ELD 10.5 2.5 7.4 13.0 
INFO NL 19.7 3.4 14 25 
Hx 19.7 2.9 15 24 
ELD 17.3 3.0 13 20 
LEX DIV NL 41.2 26.1 16 129 
Hx 33.3 17.2 16 102 
ELD 35.8 16.9 15 56 
COHESIVE NL 89.1 9.8 68 100 
TIES Hx 87.8 12.4 61 100 
ELD 82.3 31.6 35 100 
NARRATIVE NL 4.2 .69 3 5 
STAGE Hx 4.1 .58 3 5 
ELD 4.3 .so 4 5 
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answer the research question. 
Table IV displays the P values for the one-way ANOVA's 
and the Duncan Test results for those variables which 
showed a significant difference at the .OS significance 
level. Table V shows the P values from the Kruskal-Wallis 
test and the results of the Mann Whitney u pair wise 
comparisons. 
No significant differences were found among the groups 
on the following measures: story length in T-units, type-
token ratio, average sentence length, information score, 
lexical diversity, cohesion, or narrative stage assignment. 
A significant difference was found among the groups on one 
measure only, mean length of utterance per T-unit. 
MLU per T-Unit 
A significant difference (p < .OS) was found among the 
groups. A Duncan Test showed that both the normal language 
group and the Hx group performed better than the ELD group. 
This indicates that ELD children used fewer morphemes per 
T-unit than normal language peers and children with a 
history of language delay who had moved into the normal 
range at second grade age. 
TABLE IV 
ANOVA AND DUNCAN TEST RESULTS 
Variable ANOVA DUNCAN 
P < .OS NL Hx 
# T-units .986 NS NS 
MLU/T-Unit .017* 8.3 7.8 
TTR .428 NS NS 
ASLS .418 NS NS 
Information .342 NS NS 
Lexical Diversity 
Unusual Word Types .535 NS NS 
Cohesion 
% c Ties .589 NS NS 
Narrative Stage 
Assignment .788 NS NS 
* - statistically significant 
NS - statistically not significant 
ELD 
NS 
6.2 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
U'I 
0 
TABLE V 
KRUSKALL-WALLACE AND MANN WHITNEY U TEST RESULTS 
Variable KRUS KALL- MANN N/ELD 
WALLACE WHITNEY U 
# T-Units .773 NS NS 
MLU/T-UNIT .022* P < .OS .010 
TTR .548 NS NS 
ASLS .083 NS NS 
Information .478 NS NS 
Lexical Diversity 
unsual Word Types .535 NS NS 
Cohesion 
% c Ties .701 NS NS 
Narrative Stage 
Assignment .760 NS NS 
* - statistically significant NS - statistically not significant 
HX/ELD 
NS 
.030 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
U1 
1--' 
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DISCUSSION 
These results indicate for those children who did not 
meet the criteria at age 20 to 34 months for normal 
expressive language, as defined by Rescorla (1989), 87% 
present with language skills within the normal range for 7-
year olds by second grade, as measured by the DSS (Lee, 
1974) scoring of their spontaneous language samples. 
The data collected to answer the research question 
regarding the performances of three groups with differing 
rates of language development shows that on a spontaneous 
story telling task, using a wordless picture book, no 
significant differences were found on measures of story 
length in T-units, TTR, average sentence length in 
morphemes, information, lexical diversity, cohesion, or 
narrative stage. The fact that these scores did not 
indicate any significant differences among the three groups 
may be attributed to the structure of the narrative task 
which supported the child's narration by providing pictures 
that depict the elements conforming to a story granunar. 
Also, the ELD group sample size during this examination was 
proportionately much smaller than in previous studies of 
these children. Therefore, there may not have been 
sufficient statistical power to make comparisons that would 
provide information from which we could draw strong 
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conclusions. 
The only significant difference found among the three 
groups was in the measure of mean length of utterance per 
T-unit. The normal language group and the history of 
language delay group performed significantly better than 
the children with chronic expressive language delay on this 
measure. This would suggest that utterances expressed by 
the children in the ELD group are syntactically less 
developed, as reflected on the DSS scores, which identified 
them as chronic in expressive language development at 
second grade age. However, measures which reflect semantic 
abilities, such as the information score, TTR, lexical 
diversity and narrative stage assignment, show that the ELD 
children have moved into a range which is not significantly 
different from their NL and Hx peers. 
In 1991, Smith's study of these children at age 4 
showed significant differences among the same three groups 
in several areas of narrative performance, i.e. in areas 
which reflected both semantic and syntactic abilities. 
McFarland's (1992) study of these children during 
kindergarten showed that those children who had moved into 
the Hx group (due to their scores on the DSS, Lee, 1974), 
scored significantly higher than those who retained delays 
(ELD) on measures of cohesion and narrative stage 
assignment, but continued to score below their normal 
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language peers on the lexical diversity score. The ELD 
group performed more poorly than the NL group on the score 
of lexical diversity, and they performed more poorly than 
both the NL and the Hx groups on measures for cohesion and 
narrative stage. 
By first grade, as indicated by Johnson's (1993) 
study, the NL and Hx groups were significantly higher than 
the ELD group in terms of average sentence length, 
suggesting that the NL and Hx groups used more complex 
sentence structures than the ELD children. The Hx and the 
ELD children continued to show significantly lower scores 
than the NL group on the measure of narrative stage 
assignment during first grade, which suggests that the Hx 
and ELD children presented a lower level of maturity level 
in their narrative production. By second grade the ELD 
children continue to show lower ability in syntactic 
skills, as shown by the significantly poorer score for MLU 
per T-unit, although the average sentence length scores 
fell within the normal range, (the inverse of the first 
grade results). The improved average sentence length 
scores indicate the these children have increased their use 
of complex sentence structures, but due to the low MLU per 
T-unit scores, they may still be using shorter overall 
utterances per T-unit. These findings may suggest that the 
ELD children's overall output of language is shorter than 
those children with normal and history of late developing 
language. 
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There are some considerations as to why this trend may 
be evident. Scott (1988) discussed that MLU per T-unit 
increases throughout the school years, however, very 
slowly. The DSS scores at second grade level established 
that the ELD children performed more poorly than their 
peers in overall sentence structure. The MLU per T-unit 
score continues to reflect that these children have lower 
verbal output and produce shorter sentences than the NL and 
Hx children who scored 8.11 or above (10th percentile for 
age 6.6). 
Another consideration is that by second grade the 
majority of the children who were originally part of the 
late-talking group had moved into the Hx group, leaving 
only four children in the ELD group. Such a small sample 
size does not contribute a sufficient amount of statistical 
power to assume any broad-based conclusions. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
SUMMARY 
Current research has shown that narrative tasks are 
indicative of later academic success in school age children 
(Roth & Spekman, 1991; Westby, 1991). Other studies suggest 
narrative skill to be the best predictor for normal speech 
and language development for language impaired preschoolers 
(Bishop & Edmundson, 1987). Narrative production involves 
extended units of text which present purpose, relevant 
information, attention to the listener's perspective, and 
the ability to make necessary repairs (Roth & Spekman, 
1991). 
The purpose of this study was to examine the 
narratives produced by second grade children with different 
language histories and determine if significant differences 
exist among the three diagnostic groups. The original 
group size was 26 children with normal expressive 
vocabulary size at age 20 - 34 months, as reported on the 
Language Development Survey (Rescorla, 1989), and 30 
children whose reported expressive vocabulary size fell 
below the normal range at 20 - 34 months, referred to as 
"late talkers". 
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These two groups of children were re-examined when in 
the second grade at approximately age 7. Each child was 
audiotaped producing a spontaneous conversational sample 
and a narrative using a wordless picture book. 
Conversational language samples of all the children 
were scored for syntactic complexity according to the DSS 
(Lee, 1974). Twenty-four (87%) of the original "late-
talkers" had scores in the normal range and were 
reclassified as "history of Expressive Language Delay" 
(Hx). The remaining four (13%) who continued to fall below 
the normal range were now classified as "chronic in 
Expressive Language Delay" (ELD). Narratives produced by 
all the children were scored on eight measures: Mean 
Length of Utterance per T-Unit, Type-Token Ratio, Lexical 
Diversity, Narration Length in T-Units, Information Score, 
Average Sentence Length in Morphemes, Cohesion Adequacy, 
and Narrative Stage Assignment. 
The data was analyzed to see if significant 
differences exist among the language diagnostic groups. In 
the event that the ANOVA measure found a significant P 
value (p < .OS), a Duncan Test was done to determine where 
the significant difference existed among the groups. 
No significant differences were found among the three 
diagnostic groups on the following seven measures: Type-
Token Ratio, Lexical Diversity, Narration Length in T-
Units, Information Score, Average Sentence Length in 
Morphemes, Cohesion Adequacy, and Narrative Stage 
Assignment. 
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Significant differences were found among the groups on 
the Mean Length of Utterance per T-Unit. Both the NL group 
and the Hx group performed significantly higher than the 
ELD group. 
IMPLICATIONS 
Research 
As indicated by these data, 87% of those children 
whose expressive language did not meet the criteria for 
normal language development at age 20-34 months, now at 
second grade age, demonstrate expressive language skills 
within the normal range for 7-year olds, as measured on the 
DSS (Lee, 1974). 
Paul & Smith (1993) reported information on this group 
of children at age 4. Their research data found that more 
than half (57%) of the "late-talkers" at age 4 continued to 
present with impaired language skills. However, by second 
grade, all but four (87%), of them had achieved scores in 
the normal range of expressive language production. The 
children who did not meet criteria were deficient in one 
area only, MLU per T-unit, indicating that although they 
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are using fewer morphemes per T-unit utterance, they have 
caught up to their peers in the areas of semantic 
expression. As mentioned earlier, due to the small size of 
the ELD group by second grade, it is difficult to say that 
these children have really "caught up." The small sample 
size may make it difficult to measure statistically 
significant differences. 
Although only one area (MLU/T-Unit) presented a 
statistically significant difference in scores, other 
scores that showed evidence of the normal talking 
children's scores being highest among the three groups were 
Type-Token Ratio (TTR), lexical diversity, and cohesive 
ties. These scores reflected the highest scores among the 
subjects in the normal group, and the lowest among the ELD 
children, while the Hx group means fell in between. On the 
score for information, the normal and Hx groups were equal 
while the ELD mean reflected the smaller score. 
Future research of interest would be to re-examine 
these children through the remainder of elementary school 
and possibly into middle school. Scarborough and Dobrich 
(1990) describe a second spurt of language development post 
second grade, and Paul (1995) used the term "language for 
learning stage" to describe the development years between 
five to ten years of age or kindergarten through fifth 
grade. During these elementary school years oral language 
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is the basis by which information is conveyed to children 
and the medium through which children demonstrate what they 
have learned. Paul (1995) describes three elements of 
language skill essential to the school aged child's 
academic success: classroom discourse rules, 
decontextualized language and metalinguistic skills. 
Gerber (1993) indicated that low syntactic skills may be an 
indicator of language learning disability. She reported 
that although children with LLD presented basic, functional 
syntactic ability, their sentences were not as well 
elaborated as those of school aged peers, and that relevant 
information was not always included in their utterances. 
The low expressive output of the ELD second graders may be 
an indication that these children are at risk for language 
learning disabilities which may affect the way they encode 
information in the academic setting. Future research 
investigating correlations between "late-talkers" at 20-34 
months of age and post second grade academic performance, 
with emphasis on reading skills which would reflect the 
context in which the child's processing and encoding skills 
of language, are required. 
Clinical 
These findings suggest that children who by parent 
report on the LDS (Rescorla, 1989) used fewer than 50 words 
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at age 20 - 34 months outgrow their late start by the 
elementary school years. Deficits in narrative production, 
which depend on higher level language skills in children 
with early expressive language delay, tend to resolve, 
although syntactic skills in sentence structure as measured 
on the DSS (Lee, 1974) and total verbal output may continue 
to lag behind. Scott (1988) suggested that MLU per T-unit 
increases throughout the school years but very slowly. And 
between third and fifth grade increases in MLU per T-unit 
will be more apparent in written rather than spoken 
language. Further investigation beyond second grade of 
these children's use of syntax would be essential to 
determine if their lower verbal output is an indicator of 
later language learning problems. Paul (1995) recommends 
use of an nerror analysis" to determine if language 
learning problems exist. Three aspects of the child's 
language production would be examined: 1. errors of 
morphology and syntactic form, 2. use of complex sentences 
and, 3. disruptions, such as false starts and excessive 
revisions. 
These late talking children should continue to be 
monitored for difficulties which may arise in intermediate 
grades, as the format of classroom learning becomes more 
decontextualized. Children at this stage will need to be 
using language for learning as opposed to previous stages 
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of learning language, in order to succeed academically 
(Paul, 1995). Although this study did not present large 
variances statistically among the groups, enough 
differences were evident to still be of concern for 
children as they enter the language for learning stages of 
their school years. Gerber (1993) suggests that there is 
no difference between comprehension of oral discourse and 
reading text material, as both tasks require linguistic 
knowledge about the content, form, and use of language. 
Therefore, a child with oral language limitations may 
present difficulty understanding meaning when confronting 
texts of written material. 
Due to the small sample size of the groups, especially 
the ELD group, there was not sufficient statistical power 
to determine absolutely the degree of differences between 
the three groups. Since some differences were evident, 
even though they did not reach statistical significance, 
further investigation of these children's academic 
performance in their school years is warranted. 
Looking at the children involved in this study over 
time, we saw in McFarland's (1992) and Johnson's (1993) 
studies investigations that those children who started out 
as late talkers at age 2, gradually moved into the normal 
range, and that the gap between normal and late-talking 
children slowly closed. On first analysis it might seem 
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then that early language intervention is not indicated 
since the problem appears to resolve itself by second 
grade. However, as discussed earlier, language is a 
symbolic medium by which information and communication is 
expressed and received, and provides the foundation upon 
which literacy will be formed. As children progress into 
the third and fourth grades, what Paul (1995) describes as 
the "language for learning stage", phonological awareness 
and metalinguistic abilities will be necessary to the young 
student's mastery of information presented in academic 
texts. If language development is the weak link in the 
chain, then it may reappear when this area is "stressed" at 
the language for learning stage. Therefore, children who 
started out in the normal talking group may move ahead of 
those who had a late start in expressive language. As an 
indicator for early language intervention, providing 
strategies at an early age (by kindergarten) may provide a 
boost and better prepare them to move into the language for 
learning stage as elementary school progresses. 
As discussed previously, production of narratives 
relies on higher level language skills closely associated 
with reading and academic success. Therefore, many 
researchers feel the study of children's narratives to be a 
good indicator of later academic success (Mandler, 1982; 
Feagans & Applebaum, 1986; Merrit & Liles, 1987; Roth & 
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Spekman, 1989). Because of this strong connection between 
narrative ability and academic success, it continues to be 
important to assess narrative ability in school children 
with a history of language delay since these children may 
be at risk for later learning problems in the educational 
setting. Evaluation of narrative skills at early school 
age will help identify children who may be at risk for 
language learning disorders and will help predict how great 
the risk is for them. 
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Your proposal is exempt from further HSRRC review, and you may proceed with the study. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS OF CHILDREN 15-30 MONTHS OLD 
What is your child's: 
first name? 
---~~~-~-~---~-~~--~ 
date of birth? _______________________ _ 
Mother's (or primary parent's) full name? _______ ~ 
Mother's (or primary parent's) phone number? ______ _ 
Mother's occupation ____________________ _ 
Father's occupation _____________________ _ 
How many different words can your child say? (It's OK if 
the words aren't entirely clear, as long as you can 
understand them) . 
none 10-30 ____ _ 
less than five 30-50 ____ _ 
5-10 more than 50 ____ _ 
If your child says fewer than ten words, please list them 
here: 
Does your child put words together to form short 
"sentences"? 
Yes No ____ _ 
If yes, please give three examples here: 
Would you be interested in participating in later parts 
of this study? 
Yes ____ _ No ___ _ 
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Toddlers with delayed speech sought 
A Portland State University 
researcher is looking for otherwise 
normal toddlers who begin talking late 
to serve as subjects in a study of 
delayed speech and its connection, if 
any, to later language problems. 
Rhea Paul, a PSU assistant pro-
fessor of speech communication, said 
the reasons for delayed speech in 
"late-blooming" young children and 
the early identification of toddlers who 
later will suffer chronic language 
delay had not been well-investigated, 
although perhaps 10 percent of Ameri-
can children may fall into those cate-
gories. 
Paul is interested in studying chil-
dren betv1een the ages of 18 and 30 
months in the Portland-Vancouver 
area who can say only five or fewer 
words, instead of the 50 or so most 
children can speak by that age. She 
The Oregonian, Portland, Oregon 
hopes to monitor their progress in 
speech development for two to five 
years, using such tools as speech tests 
and videotaped play sessions with their 
parents, to determine whether the 
children are indeed late-bloomers or 
whether their lack of early communi-
cation skills signals the start of severe 
speech and language delays. 
Early identification of such chil-
dren may allow early intervention and 
prevent future speech deficits, she 
said. 
Paul's research is funded by the 
Fred Meyer Charitable Trust, the 
American Speech, Language and 
Hearing Foundation, and PSU. Par-
ents who are interested in allowing 
their children to participate may con-
tact Paul through the PSU Department 
of Speech. 
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chceu! C'UW c.:omch cnb pcnt:il Jacket dnn 1n 
coiice Jog l.'llt 1.:up p.rnny mittens cold me 
eoolcie dude d0&nce door pod:etbouk pa,.mu dark meow 
cracirers eiephant d1nn4.'r ffoor nuue pann dinv m•· 
dnn11: lhh doocioo forii: toothbnash shut do~n nt~self 
en frog Clll 1lus umbrellil shoes 1ood n11hm1Jiit 
food hone f4.'ed knife ...... teh slippen ha pp,, no 
snipes monicey finish li1ht sne1aicen hea\-y 06' 
icurn prJ n~ mirror llilli soclu hot on 
h"mour11er puppy icet pillow aunt sweater hun1~ out 
hur do11 sn~e g1•·e pi ate b11b~ little pleue 
11.-e c.:re1tm nger 10 pof'tV bo· VEHICLES mine Suame St. 
JUll.'e rurkey h1&ve radio dadd,· b11ce more sc:use me 
meitt t\lrtle help room doc;tor bo11t 01>4."n shut up 
milk hir sinic 11rl bus pret"tV thank vou 
Ol'llnl(e BODY huic soap rrandma car red there 
p1%"UI ? ... Ats Jump sofa crane pa motorbtlce shut uncier 
pretzel .. rm lud; spoon litd\" plane snnlc'." weleome 
soda bell•· k1H sr.un man stroller that "'·har 
soup ounom knod table nlOmftt'." mun this where 
Sl)oll(:"lertl c:h1n loulc telephone o"·n name !TOiie~ nred wh•· 
te11 e;u- ln•·e towel per name true: Ir up woof woof 
f01t>f ellJow lunc:h trash unc:le wet ~es 
,,.· .. rer ""e nu&l.:e T\' Emae. etc. ....·hate \'OU 
i.i~·e n<1p w1ndo"'· •·eilow •·um,·u~ 
TOYS fin!Ce~ outside yuc:lry ·1. ~.·~. ete. 
~ font p;it"tV1.:11k" 
bolllOQn n.ur peelc<&Ooo 
bioc:i.:) h;,1nd peeptt 
nooic i.n"e pu~h 
h11bhle iei: read Please list "n" other wurcis vour cniid uses here: 
c.:r.ivons niouth ncie 
cioil nec.:I: run 
;:ire~""' nu>e see 
)licie teeth snow 
""'"\( t:"luinb sing 004.'s vour c:hild eomb1ne rwo or more wortis 1n phr;ues~ 
tet!dv bear roe Sii (e.g .. more c:ooic1e. 1.-:ir bvebye. etc:.) yes ---- no ----
rummy sieep 
Ot.'"7DOORS Stop Please lisr below THREE of your child's longest 11nd best ienrences or phrases. 
now er PLACES t2ite 
house ~ throw 
moon horne nc:icl" 
r.un hosp1t:£l w&lk 
s1dew.llc l1bruv w·4nt 
snow \lcDon..ids wuh 
st:u par le This survey insrrument was developed bv Leslie Rescorla, Ph.D. 
s~et sc:hool 
sun store 
tre-e %00 
APPENDIX E 
DEVELOPMENTAL SENTENCE SCORE: 
SCORING CRITERIA 
Lee, L. (1974) Developmental sentence analysis. 
Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press. 
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APPENDIX F 
DEVELOPMENTAL SENTENCE SCORE: 
NORMS 
Source: Lee, L. (1974). Developmental sentence 
analysis. Evanston, Il: Northwestern University 
Press. 
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APPENDIX G 
NARRATIVE ANALYSIS CRITERIA 
Source: adapted from the work of Applebee (1978), Klecan-
Aker & Kelty (1990), Klecan-Aker, Mcingvale & Swank (1987), 
McFarland (1992), and Stein & Glenn (1979). 
l) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
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NARRATIVE SCORING PROCEDURE 
Heap 
Sequence 
Primitive Narrative 
Chain 
True Narrative 
Stories where children are 
labeling and/or describing 
events or actions. There is 
no cerebral theme. 
Labeling or describing 
events about a central 
theme. 
Contains the three story 
grammar components of A) 
initiating event, B) attempt 
or action and C) 
consequences around a 
central theme. 
Four story grammar 
components: initiating 
event, attempt or actio, 
consequence, and character 
motivation or internal 
response. There may be an 
ending but it's abrupt. 
Contains at least 5 story 
grammar components, three of 
which are initiating event, 
attempt or action and 
consequence. The ending 
indicates a resolution of 
the problem. 
APPENDIX H 
RULES FOR COUNTING T-UNITS AND WORDS 
Source: Strong, c. & Shaver, J. (1991). Stability of 
cohesion in the spoken narratives of language-impaired 
and normally developing school-aged children. Journal 
of Speech and Hearing Research, 34, 95-111. 
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RULES FOR COUNTING T-UNITS AND WORDS 
The following rules were used for dividing the narratives 
T-units and for counting the number of words in each T-
Exact repetitions of words or phrases were not counted. 
Syntactic and/or semantic revisions that did not have a 
complete thought were not counted. 
T-units were included even if not grammatically correct. 
Direct quotations that completed a verb phrase were not 
considered as a separate T-unit. 
Sentence fragments were counted when utterance final 
intonation contours clearly indicated that a complete 
thought had been spoken. 
Unintelligible words or phrases were not counted. 
APPENDIX I 
500 MOST COMMON WORDS 
USED BY 6-YEAR OLDS 
Source: Wepman, J. & Hass, w. (1969). A spoken word 
count. Chicago: Language Resource Association. 
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500 MOST COMMON WORDS USED BY 6 YEAR OLDS 
AND HOUSE TIME VERY 
IS MIGHT THEIR DARK 
THE MOTHER TREE ANY 
HE GIRL PUT ROCK 
A WANT KILL HOW 
TO GOT REAL BED 
IT LITTLE WORK MAKE 
SHE KNOW PICTURE ONCE 
THERE WENT DOOR SLEEP 
THEY HAVE SAID FIND 
THAT IF BIG HAND 
WAS DOWN MEN LOT 
LOOK HAS TWO SCHOOL 
IN JUST SIT WATCH 
THIS WITH FROM OLD 
NOT BUT CAUSE RUN 
MAN FOR PEOPLE SNOW 
GO WHAT NO GOOD 
MAYBE YOU THESE SAY 
THEN DOES INTO HAIR 
WELL WERE HOME NOW 
I WHEN NIGHT BLACK 
HER SEE ROOM CLIMB 
LIKE WILL TELL WALL 
so BACK HORSE AFTER 
HIS OTHER WATER HAPPEN 
OF PLAY GUY TALK 
ON CAME WHERE HOLD 
OR ABOUT BOOK DIE 
ARE FATHER AROUND MEAN 
ALL THEM TAKE NOTHING 
AT DAY CRY MARRY 
HIM HAD MORE HAPPY 
SOME COULD OVER READ 
LADY WOULD LIGHT AGAIN 
THINK COME KISS MAD 
ONE PROBABLY SAW BEEN 
GET DID ANOTHER FOUND 
DO BOAT OPEN ELSE 
UP TRY SOMEBODY BABY 
OUT THING RIGHT FISH 
BE HERE TOO WAY 
SOMETHING WINDOW END LET 
BOY LIVE OH KIND-OF 
BECAUSE AWAY BY ASLEEP 
CAN WALK HARD ANYTHING 
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EVERYTHING STATUE BEFORE BRING 
OFF AM LISTEN STAR 
SOMEONE PLANT BRIDGE PICK 
WHO CALL SHOT RIDE 
SIDE KID HOT BURY 
MADE VIOLIN TOGETHER ANIMAL 
FALL THROUGH ALONG STOP 
EAT FRIEND BROKE NEW 
START REALLY FAST WHATEVER 
WOMAN EVER EVEN CABIN 
OUTSIDE YEAR STAIR COAT 
LOVE FIELD LAMP EXCEPT 
ME RAN JUMP GONE 
AN FIRE LUNCH SHOE 
NEXT ASK PAPER SORT-OF 
WE BEHIND FOUR BOX 
MONSTER DOLL KNIFE OKAY 
ROPE THOUGHT STEP YEAH 
SHOULD NICE HIMSELF BUY 
MUCH BETTER BARN PRAY 
HUSBAND HEAD MUST WAR 
WAIT SAD us CAVE 
WHITE BRICK MONEY GAVE 
PLACE GUESS ALMOST HOSPITAL 
FOOD CHILD CLOTHES PAINTING 
TOOK WONDER ONLY SHINE 
UPON GIVE FOREST WEAR 
STORY HURT STUFF GRANDMOTHER 
EACH REST MOUNTAIN HILL 
GRASS WOKE LAY INSTRUMENT 
KIND HELP FIVE ARM 
DECIDE FIX SICK PLOW 
BOTH EYE DANCE EVERY 
MY STAND TIRED SHUT 
LONG NEVER NEAR PART 
STAY GROUND GARDEN DAUGHTER 
GUN THREE MOVE FIRST 
BUG GROW YES EVERYBODY 
CHILDREN TOP FEEL INSIDE 
DEAD UNTIL HEARD COAL 
WIFE CAR DAD CORN 
SOMEWHERE DOG STONE AS 
LEFT FIGHT READY WOOD 
FELL KEPT TURTLE BROKEN 
GRAVE TABLE LAKE DONE 
TURN HAPPILY POLICE GUITAR 
MORNING KEEP FACE HIGH 
BAD THOSE TOLD HARDLY 
FLOWER WRONG BLANK PIECE 
PRETTY STORE OWN GREAT 
UNDER FARM PAINT PULL 
WHILE SWIM HAT THOUSAND 
FLOOR 
WINTER 
COUNTRY 
RIVER 
DOCTOR 
ATE 
SISTER 
BURN 
BROTHER 
CHOP 
SAIL 
HOLE 
ARMY 
CATCH 
SUMMER 
MOM 
WAKE 
AGAINST 
CAUGHT 
LAND 
ALREADY 
COUCH 
CROSS 
EARLY 
BEDROOM 
BIRD 
NAME 
BURGLAR 
GRANDFATHER 
BROUGHT 
ACROSS 
CLOSE 
RAIN 
SAME 
PAY 
CAT 
GRANDMA 
SKY 
WRECK 
ANYBODY 
DRY 
ROBBER 
KNOCK 
SUN 
COUPLE 
WHY 
POND 
DEAR 
BIT 
SEED 
ALWAYS 
HERSELF 
LINE 
SNAKE 
STORM 
TORNADO 
BAG 
COLD 
WON 
SEA 
TIE 
CARD 
FORGOT 
USE 
EVERYONE 
YOUR 
LEAF 
CUT 
HUNDRED 
LOG 
Mk¥ 
ANT 
FINISH 
LESSON 
CASTLE 
CLEAN 
TUNE 
CEMETERY 
DINOSAUR 
PRACTICE 
SOMEPLACE 
CHAIR 
STICK 
TEACH 
FORGET 
PET 
SENT 
BOUGHT 
CARE 
FUNNY 
TEN 
SNOWY 
STILL 
SIX 
SOON 
BELOW 
MINUTE 
TV 
GAME 
SOMETIMES 
BUMP 
FAINT 
WOLF 
HAY 
MOUSTACHE 
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APPENDIX J 
COHESION SCORING PROCEDURE 
Source: Liles, B. z. (1985). Narrative ability in normal 
and language disordered children. Journal of Speech 
and Hearing Research, 28, 123-133. 
PROCEDURE FOR THE IDENTIFICATION 
OF COHESIVE MARKERS 
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In this procedure it is important that the examiner be 
familiar with the original story being told. First read the 
entire narrative to get an overall sense of the text. Then 
read each sentence separately as a complete unit before 
identifying those items in the sentence that mark cohesion. 
At this stage in the procedure the examiner views each 
sentence as isolated from text. From this viewpoint the 
examiner judges an item to be a cohesive element or not 
under the following conditions. 
1. Definition of cohesive marker. An element is 
identified as a cohesive marker if its meaning cannot 
be adequately interpreted by the listener and if the 
listener must "search" outside that sentence for the 
completed meaning. 
In addition, an element may be judged a cohesive 
element if it is used as a linguistic marker that 
leads the listener to "expect" that its interpretation 
is outside the sentence (e.g., definite articles). 
Cohesive markers may be reference, conjunction, 
or lexical. 
2. Relationships within the sentence. Do not judge an 
item as a cohesive marker if the information referred 
to is recoverable within the sentence. The following 
are examples of information recovered within the 
sentence. 
Some boys took their car home. 
Personal reference their refers to boys; therefore, 
the information is recoverable within the sentence. 
There was this scientist that had a hideout in these 
mountains where there was this radar tower to blow up metal 
things that fly in the air. 
In the example above the information referred to by 
the use of this and these as selective demonstrative 
references (Halliday & Hasan, 1976, p. 70) is recovered 
within the sentence. Thus, the examiner would not identify 
this or these as a cohesive marker (i.e., information 
recoverable outside the sentence). 
The next example demonstrates a cohesive and a 
noncohesive marker in the same sentence. 
One of the boys went home. 
The demonstrative reference the marks which or what 
boys, and serves as a cue to the listener that the 
information is recoverable outside the sentence and is, 
therefore, cohesive. However, one refers within the 
sentence to boys and is not a cohesive marker. 
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3. Text influence on judgement. Although this procedure 
calls for the examiner to view each sentence as 
independent from the text when identifying cohesive 
markers, there are instances when the text must be 
considered. For example, in the sentence, 
Marie didn't want to go on the hike. 
the listener may need more information about Marie in 
order to comprehend the text. In this particular 
text, the listener would ask, "Who is Marie?" 
Thus the decision as to whether a particular item 
is a cohesive marker or not is "text dependent." As 
texts vary specific items may vary in their cohesive 
function. 
(a) Text influence on demonstrative reference. While 
the is a selective demonstrative reference, it 
may also be used in combination with words to 
express a unit of meaning (e.g., "the road," "the 
radio," "the newspaper"). It may be difficult to 
determine when the speaker intends the as a 
selective demonstrative reference or if the is 
used as an uninflected functor. To make this 
judgement, the examiner must take the text into 
consideration. For example, if the speaker used 
"the road" and the examiner judges that 
reference to a particular road is important 
within the text, he/she judge that the speaker 
intended the to be used as selective reference 
and would identify it as a cohesive marker. The 
following rule will facilitate judgement: 
If in doubt about the use of because of the 
above reasons, do not code the as a selective 
demonstrative reference if a or some can be 
substituted without producing a crucial change in 
the meaning of the text. 
4. Two or more cohesive markers within a sentence. 
(a) Conjunctions. When two or more conjunctions 
(e.g., and then or and so then) are conjoined n a 
sentence code only one of the conjunctions as a 
cohesive item. Select the conjunction that is 
the most complex according to the following 
hierarchy: (a) Causal, (2) Adversative, (3) 
Temporal, (4) Additive. 
(b) Reference: Demonstrative and comparative. When 
both a demonstrative and comparative reference 
are used (e.g., the other) code only as one 
cohesive item (comparative) rather than as two 
items (demonstrative and comparative). 
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(c) Reference: Personal and demonstrative. If two or 
more references (i.e., either personal or 
demonstrative) are judged to be cohesive in the 
same sentence, code all markers even though they 
refer to a conunon reference, for example: 
He took his comic books home. 
Although the sentence structure indicated 
that his refers within the sentence to he, there 
is not lexical support within the sentence to 
provide the listener with the information needed 
to know to whom his refers. Therefore, he and his 
are both cohesive. 
After the examiner has identified the cohesive markers 
within each sentence according to the procedure presented 
above, he/she then reread the sentence with a different 
perspective. The makers that had been identified as 
cohesive are now viewed as part of the text. 
PROCEDURE FOR THE IDENTIFICATION 
OF COHESIVE ADEQUACY 
1. Complete tie. A tie is complete if the information 
referred to by the cohesive marker is easily found and 
defined with no ambiguity. 
2. Noncomplete tie. A tie is judged to be noncomplete 
if: (a) the information referred to by the cohesive 
maker is not provided in the text, for 
example, 
Two boys went to see a movie. 
They saw his car parked in front. 
In this example, the speaker had not 
provided the information (i.e., whose car?) but 
instead the personal reference his, cueing the 
listener to recover the information outside the 
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sentence. 
(b) the listener is guided to ambiguous information, 
for example, 
Homer and Freddie went to the movie. 
He enjoyed it very much. 
In this case the listener would not know 
which boy enjoyed the movie. 
Conjunctions are a special case of cohesive tying. 
All conjunctions that are not completely adequate are 
judged to be errors (or noncomplete). Accordingly, if the 
ideas or messages presented in the two conjoined sentences 
are unrelated or inappropriately sequenced, the conjunction 
used to join the ideas is judged to be noncomplete. 
Further criteria for cohesion scoring (outlined by this 
investigator: 
1. Sentences are total utterances, not T-units. 
2. Use the information provided in false starts. 
3. Do not count initial ands as conjunctions. 
4. After doing worksheet, count up all the complete and 
noncomplete ties. 
5. The raw score for each narratives the total number of 
complete ties. 
6. The frequency is the percentage of complete ties used 
in the narrative. Divide the number of complete ties 
by the number of noncomplete ties. 
Cohesion Worksheet: 
Cohesive 
Marker 
line#/item 
complete/noncomplete 
TOTAL COMPLETE 
TOTAL NONCOMPLETE 
TIES 
+ TOTAL COMPLETE 
Tied to 
info in 
line#/item 
Marker 
judgment 
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~~~~~~% OF COMPLETE 
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SCORING FOR INFORMATION 
Read the whole narrative. Go back and read the narrative, 
giving one point for each idea forming an essential part of 
the story. 
Score only those ideas listed below. 
boy and dog 
looking/hunting/f ishi~g 
see/saw a frog 
try to catch frog 
trip on log 
fall/fell in water 
try to grab/catch frog 
frog jump/got away 
boy is/was mad 
boy said "go that way/over there" to dog 
boy and dog climb onto log 
try to catch frog 
catch/caught dog (instead) 
frog climb onto rock 
frog is/was mad 
boy yell/shout at frog 
boy and dog leave/left/go home 
frog is/was sad/lonely/alone 
frog follow footprints 
frog in the house 
frog follow tracks to bathroom 
boy and dog in bathtub 
frog see/saw boy and dog in tub 
boy and dog see/saw frog 
frog jump in tub 
everybody happy 
